
Earth Scrambler (created by Hogan) 

Large Elemental (Earth) 

 

Hit Dice: 11d8+33  (72 hp) 

Initiative: -1 (Dex) 

Speed: 20 Feet 

AC: 17 (-1 size, -1 Dex, +9 Natural) 

Attacks: 2 slams +13/+8 melee 

Damage: Slam 2d6 + 6 

Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft / 10 ft. 

Special Attacks: Breath Weapon 

Special Qualities: Elemental, 

 Damage Reduction 25/bludgeoning, SR 12 

Saves: Fort +10, Ref +2, Will + 4 

Abilities: Str 22, Dex 8, Con 16, Int 6, Wis 13, Cha 11 

Skills: Listen +16, Spot +16 

Feats: Power Attack 

Climate/Terrain: Any 

Organization: Solitary 

Challenge Rating: 6 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always Neutral 

Advancement: 12-15 HD (Large) 

 

From a distance an Earth Scrambler has the looks of an ordinary Earth Elemental, and indeed the Earth Scrambler 

resembles its, sometimes greater, cousin with its huge looming body. 

The Earth Scrambler normally takes the form of a large humanoid creature, with a barrel like body, huge arms and legs 

like treetrunks, and everything made completely from earth and clay. Its eyes are two gemlike objects that glow with an 

eerie light in darkness. Its mouth is just a huge hole in the 'head', making it look like the Scrambler is constantly howling, 

and all other facial features are missing. 

All Earth Scramblers share a telepathic link in which they communicating with each other and all creatures native to the 

Elemental Plane of Earth or the Quasi-Elemental Plane of Minerals. 

Normally Earth Scramblers only appear on a Prime Material Plane when they have been summoned. Since an Earth 

Scrambler can't be controlled normally like their earthen cousins (because of their telepathic link which prevents control 

from the outside) they are most often summoned by a mistake. Each time a spellcaster is trying to summon an Earth 

Elemental by arcane spells (divine magic is proof from such mistakes), there is a 5% chance that the magic takes holds 

an Earth Scrambler that won't obey him, and probably will be mad as hell due to having been snapped from its plane (an 

Earth Elementalist can feel when he has caught an Earth Scrambler and can stop the summoning if he wants to do so). 

Those Earth Scramblers that end on the Prime Material Plane, often choose to dwell near larger gem-resources, making 

them an abomination to Dwarves which frequently occupy the same territory, but a great help to gem-hunters since the 

appearance of one speaks of great gem-deposits.  

 

Combat 
On its home on the Elemental Plane of Earth or the Quasi-Elemental Plane of Minerals, the Earth Scrambler is 

remarkably civilized, and its even possible to reach agreements regarding transport or guiding through the plane, 

provided suitable gems are given as payment. On the Prime plane however, the Scrambler acts as a raging brute, 

attacking everyone who enters its chosen feeding ground, only retreating if serious depleted. 

Normally the Earth Scrambler attacks with its two fists, hard as stone, but if it consider itself very serious threatened, it 

will use its Earth Blast. 

Like Earth Elementals, the Scramblers can move through earth as if walking on the surface, and they too cannot swim 

nor walk through the ground beneath the waves, although they can still walk on the bottom. 

Breath Weapon (Su) The Earth Scrambler is able to spew an Earth Blast as a cone of earth from its mouth. The cone is 

20 feet long, and about 8 feet wide at the end. The Earth Blast hits for 3d10 in damage to everyone caught in it, a Reflex 

saving throw (DC 18) for half damage is allowed. Since the blast it made up from the material the Earth Scrambler itself 

consist of, it can only be used once a day or the Scrambler will diminish itself critically. 

Damage Reduction (Ex) Due to the fact, that the body of the Earth Scrambler is more loosely constructed compared to 

that of a normal elemental, and mostly made entirely out of earth and soft clay, piercing and slashing weapons will pass 

right through it. Strangely enough, bludgeoning weapons seems to shatter the earth, causing normal damage. 

 

 


